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First of all, gratitude, along with love and joy, are the highest frequency emotions we can enjoy.

I have found that living in a state of constant gratitude keeps one satisfied and humble, knowing

that blessings are ever present. The quality of your energy or frequency controls the quality of

the experiences you attract back into your life.

From my experience, I find there to be three phases of gratitude:

1. Phase one begins each day with a gratitude meditation, feeling it in your heart, expressing

thankfulness to God (your personal concept) for all that you have, all that you appreciate and

brings you joy, delight and pleasure. This can be the big things like your home, car, mate,

children, pets, money, career, food, health, to pleasure in the flowers, trees, the smell of the rain,

the sound of the wind in the trees, etc...

2. The second phase starts when you have finished expressions for that which you already posses

and switch to expressions of gratitude for your desires as though you already had them. This

action sets the miracles in motion for the fulfillment of your dreams. As you make statements

like, "Thank you for opening the way for the perfect partner to come at the perfect time" or,

"Thank you for my healing, physically, mentally and emotionally" or, "Thank you for the

perfect job that has come at the perfect time” or, "Thank you for rolling out the red carpet

before me as I move forward", you have opened the door for their fulfillment.

Make a list of your desires and then formulate gratitude statements around them and be

consistent in affirming them with love and feeling each day and you will be amazed at the doors

that open.

3. Phase three is used when you find yourself in stress and worry, anger or fear, and you can't

figure out what to do or how to stop it. This should be a signal to the conscious soul that it is

time to express gratitude to God for solving the problem for you and that the situation is now

handled in the perfect time and in the perfect way, and then move on with faith that it truly is

resolved, and you are free to be in your joy.

I have personally experienced the blessings of using this formula consistently. Incorporate it into

your daily routine and watch the miracles happen and levels of happiness increase.

Stay positive and fearless, and spread your light.

Blessings to you on your spiritual journey.

Wendy Cicchetti
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